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Scandinavian Summer’s End: Stockholm: Day 1 
 
 
 “We’re going to Stockholm,” Tom said one evening on the phone. I had just walked the dogs in 
the summer heat. Sounded good to me.  
 “Great.”   
 “I got a great deal nonstop from Newark to Stockholm on United for $450.00 round trip. 
Exciting, huh?” 
 When my husband ponies up for travel it is Go Time.  Sweden. I imagined blonde couples in their 
twenties strolling over cobblestones and Instagrams of aquavit shots served with smoked salmon. Ikea. 
The Girl with the Dragon Tattoo. Viking ships full of burly rowers in unison. Reindeer in Lapland of my 
fourth grade social studies textbook.  
 
“Exciting. When are we going? “  
 
 

*   *   * 
 Jet lag. It hits me like a tranquilizer dart meant for an elephant every time I get off of the plane in 
Europe. It’s always a foggy morning landing since flights bound for the continent take off from New 
York in the evening. Arriving at Stockholm’s Arlanda airport wasn’t so bad. Tom and I had made a pact 
that we would absolutely not give in to jet lag and that impossible temptation to lie down on the hotel bed.  
 
 We took the sparkling clean Arlanda Express airport-shuttle train into the heart of Stockholm and 
checked in to our sleek, modern Swedish hotel, the Nobis. It was 7 AM. We had at least fourteen hours to 
push through before giving in to sleep.  
 
 Count down: 1 hour, 13 to go.  
 
 Coffee, breakfast, and more coffee after check-in was mandatory. We lingered over the breakfast 
buffet stocked with the Euro-usual: fruit, muesli, yogurt, breads, ham, salami, cheese, and oh, smoked 
reindeer, and some ligonberry jam along with a blueberry juice mixed with a probiotic.  
 

*   *   * 
 
 Gamla Stan. The old, medieval part of Stockholm houses Kungliga Slottet, one of the current 
royal palaces in use, an impressive changing of the Royal Guard, museums, churches, squares, shops, 
restaurants, bars, and schools. We consulted our map and immediately strode the fifteen minutes over a 
canal to Gamla Stan.  
 
 Charm with a capital C. The architectural practice in 15th-18th century Sweden was to paint 
buildings bright, vibrant colors. I see yellow and russet when I remember Gamla Stan and its gingerbread 
style buildings. We walked a circle through the old city as it woke up for a regular old Tuesday.  
 “Let’s see the palace,” Tom said. I was down for it, since I really needed to empty my bladder full 
of Swedish coffee.  
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 Bathrooms in Sweden are especially interesting now that gender and bathrooms have caused such 
a fuss in our home state of North Carolina. I walked in to the bathrooms at the Royal Palace, Kungliga 
Slottet 
 and they, like our hotel's-were co-ed. Now hold on-men and women are not doing their business side-by-
side. There is a large common area with sinks and mirrors, and the toilets are all behind stalls with 
locking doors. Plenty of privacy and safety-but it did feel a little weird washing my hands next to a 
mustachioed Spanish gentleman.  
 
 Scandinavia has been on a jihad against gender bias for several years. Part of this has been the 
near outlaw of urinals for men with gender-blind public bathrooms with locking stalls being the required 
norm. Corporate boards are now required to have women make up 40% of their membership. And the 
women make up 45% of the Swedish Parliament. Feminism is almost not a concept in Sweden since men 
and women stand on such equal footing educationally and professionally. And, men receive the same 
YEAR of paternity leave that women do. I saw more young fathers pushing babies in retro-cool, navy 
blue baby buggies than mothers.  
 
 The Kunliga Slottet palace was the type of opulent, preserved palace that is all over Europe. It 
even had its own Hall of Mirrors and the encased collection of precious stone medals was impressive. But 
why does uber-progressive Sweden still have a monarchy?  They can’t abide separate bathrooms, but they 
support and pay for an antiquated, relatively powerless figure head.  
 
 We exited the palace and pushed ourselves to keep walking Gamla Stan. Groups of ten or eleven 
year olds strode the streets clutching printed handouts. Typical of that age group, the girls were in charge 
barking out orders and leading the charge. We saw them all over Gamla Stan and I deduced that they were 
students on an old-fashioned scavenger hunt around the old city.  
 
 Next we passed preschools where the entire school was outside playing on playgrounds. Same 
thing at an elementary school, where a boys’ soccer match was getting heated and groups of kids shrieked 
and laughed. The adults were in the background, distant form the play. Swedish kids were outside during 
the school day, and some were out and about alone and unsupervised around town. They were 
communicating, playing, negotiating, and solving problems independently, and outdoors. Adults were not 
in the picture.  
 
 In US Schools recess, physical education, the arts, and foreign languages are cut so that students 
can spend more time drilling math facts and phonics in front of computer screens. But, we still lag far 
behind Scandinavia’s literacy rate for children, and they somehow find time to create bilingual adults and 
a highly skilled work force for the industrialized Swedish economy.   
.  
 

*   *   * 
3 Hours, 10 to go 
 
 Starbuck’s proclaims itself the third place for Americans; the first place is the home, the second 
is the office, and then the third place is Starbuck’s. When traveling, we all need a second place to rest, get 
coffee, use free Wi-Fi, study maps, and pore over travel books we didn’t read before the trip. The 
Espresso House is the second place in Stockholm. There are everywhere, they have free Wi-Fi, and the 
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coffee is superior. And Espresso House serves warm, crunchy-gooey paninis; there are plenty of 
chocolate opportunities as well.  
 
 We ducked in to our first Espresso House after our Gamla Stan stroll. Caffeine cleared our heads 
and gave us a boost, and we jumped on the free Wi-Fi to check our phones for email and texts. I uploaded 
Gamla Stan photos to my social media suite -Instagram, Twitter, and Tumblr.  We shared a chocolate 
croissant, then headed back to the hotel. 
 

*   *         *  
 

 The heaven of a hotel bed upon jet-lagged arrival never disappoints. I fell in to the fluffed pillows 
and the Swedish eiderdown comforter. This is what I had been waiting for.  
 

“Don’t do it!” Tom said as he shook my shoulder.  

“I’m just resting my eyes.”  

“Don’t. You’re going to regret it. We have the Bridges and Canals tour in 30 minutes. 

Oh God why are we going on the Bridges and Canals tour in 30 minutes? Why not 4 hours? 

“I’m still resting my eyes. “ 

 A delicious escapade into sleep scooped me up for 7 minutes. Emptiness. Peace.  

“C’mon! We gotta go!” 

“I’m ready. I am. I need more coffee.” I buried my head under the pillow.  

Eye-roll. Not mine. 

 

* *     * 
 

 Did you know that Stockholm is built over at least 14 islands? I saw that in the DK Stockholm 

book, but being in the city on 14 islands is believing it. And, were you aware that 500 years of consistent 

prosperity has given Stockholm majestic Euro-baroque buildings, palaces, and churches on cobblestone? 

The blue Baltic sea wraps around the squares and buildings like an azure, satin bow. Wow. Stockholm is a 

cool, sparkling, Venice without Venice’s souk like alleys and squares.  

 

*     * 

 I had bought our tickets for a 2.5 hour long Stockholm Bridges and Canals tour online from 

viator.com, a tour-clearing house site. But there was no need to do so. Several boat tour ticket booths 

lined the two main tourist harbors. I showed our printed vouchers to the boat attendants and we got on to 

the large, flat boat with enclosed seating and a snack bar.  

 The tour pulled us out of main harbor and took us around a loop toward Lake Malaren, adjacent 

to the harbor. We went under several old city canal bridges and then went through a canal lock near 
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trendy Sodermalm that evened up the water way for the boat to enter Lake Malaren. We saw parts of 

Stockholm we could have never seen if we had stayed on foot.  

 

* * * 

 Walking back from the boat tour’s mooring I saw platoons of fair haired Swedes walking silently 

from work; not one of them jay walked at cross walks. They waited patiently. Quietly. The uniformity of 

them struck me. Stockholm’s white color professionals were in the tall range of stature, slender, and they 

were a few shades of dark blonde to light brunette. The Stockholm business man’s uniform was dark 

jeans- good ones-, a dress shirt, and a blue blazer atop lace up dress shoes, Italian loafers, or white 

Adidas. Women wore white or muted tops, black leather jackets or skater skirts and small, minimal 

jewelry, black booties, or white Adidas. They were parts of a tasteful, attractive whole that moved across 

the city in the calmest rush hour I’ve ever seen.  

 Socialism is almost a dirty word in the US, especially in our manicured suburbs, shopping malls, 

and chambers of commerce. What pops in your head when you hear the word Socialism?  Before going to 

Stockholm I thought of downtrodden men and women wearing rumpled, brown uniforms and endless 

lines of people in dirty, over-run government agencies. Then I heard some of panicked rhetoric of my 

parents’ generation - Your rights are taken away to give to others. Even more taxes to pay for the lazy. 

Opportunity dies for Equality.  

 

 Sweden is still excited about its brand of socialism that has been evolving for decades. The 

Swedes view their socialism as preventative rather than punitive. Why wouldn’t society provide fully for 

health care and education for all to prevent people from being a costly underclass with no mobility? They 

have put the Maslow’s Needs Triangle into political, social, and economic practice; the most fundamental 

human needs like hunger, physical well-being, and utility to society, have to be met before citizens can be 

independent and productive. The Nordic socialist ideal maintains that providing social services to citizens 

makes them free. It frees the individual from worry, stress, time, and energy spent on procuring for basic 

needs so that he, and definitely she, can focus on education, learning a skilled trade, and contributing to 

society from there. I was starting to get it.  

 
  There is an egalitarian ethic in Scandinavian culture that underpins the region’s social 

governments and societies. It somehow combines our American concepts of inherent social equality with 

the group based values social systems in Asia. Weird combo, huh? But it makes sense. Scandinavians say 

that they see everyone as an equal with no differentiations in gender or class. All people come from the 

same cloth. But, the good of the group, or all, in society, is equally valued. In America, we take off into 
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radical individualism, proclaiming that the rights of the individual need social and economic opportunities 

free of government meddling and controls. Our construct of freedom is that anybody can launch into 

opportunities like higher education, professional success, and monetary success, so go for it! Just Do It a 

La Nike, or in previous generations Go West Young Man!.  And, it’s On You American citizen, so figure it 

out. Fast.  

 I do appreciate the American ethic since I exist due to the European and British immigration of 

my own poor, farming, and middle working-class ancestors. They had to come to America for something 

because they had little, or nothing. So they showed up in Virginia, and later at Ellis Island, because they 

were dying for the opportunities that America offered to any Tom, Dick, and Harry straight off the boat. 

No other place in the known world offered common people with only passage money and a few dollars 

the chance to work almost immediately, do what they wanted with the money from work, spend it, save it, 

invest it, or pass it around the family. Free enterprise called. And they came.  

 

 Sweden’s population is 9.6 million, for all of its cities, and regions covering 173,731 square 

miles.  New York City’s population is 8 million in 304.6 square miles. There are two languages, Swedish 

and English, where in the US several languages are spoken. Sweden is a power house of manufacturing: 

Erikkson, Electro lux, several paper manufacturing giants, and consumer goods sold worldwide like Ikea, 

Brio toys, Thule automotive, and fashion giants Acne studios and Fillipa K.  provide thousands of good-

paying, high skilled, manufacturing jobs. American skilled, manufacturing jobs are dwindling.  The 

modern, Swedish socialist society grew out of a monarchy based government with a nobility and rural 

farming collectives. There was little social mobility in a culture that valued the good of the collective. 

Socialism was an easy, effective sell. I got it.  

 
 Stockholm chic is not about self-expression by color, pattern, or bold accessories. The gorgeous 

groups of Swedes I eyed all over the city could have been mixed and matched with nary a clash. Yes, 

their homogeneity was striking. Equality was manifested physically and behaviorally.  

 
*  *  * 

 We made it! 0 minutes to go! How divine that glass of rosé was at the outdoor bar next to the 
Stockholm Grand Hotel. And the sushi up the pedestrian mall at MBK restaurant was excellent.  
 
And now my face is washed, teeth are brushed, and my head is on the down pillow.  
 


